Games As Service
CREATING A RICH FIVE YEAR EPIC

Annually

We keep players engaged in an ongoing epic five year
struggle by creating rich content for gameplay, lore and
community building,

Quarterly

The content will be created to cater to the needs and
demands of players based on analytics and feedback and
can be scaled to match the degree of investment by
players.

Monthly
Weekly
Missions

Daily

Missions/assignments tailored
to you & your groups, based on
profile with incentives /
achievements for completion

Hourly

New
Classes
New Razer classes
made available
with new skill
trees.

Assignments
Weekly and monthly assignment missions
to you & your groups. These are more set
piece/story based than your usual
missions and tailored to your profile

New
Continents
New areas of the
planet with distinct
art style, enemies
and missions open up

Minutes
Meta-Story: RazerNet
News Feeds
Keep track of events
and standings for
you, friends,
alliances, country as
they occur

Asynchronous
Challenges
Challenges
issued to and
by friends as
they occur

Stories will be broadcast
on Razer net including
video clips of other
players activities

A meta story, not unlike a tv series
like BSG will unfold on a daily,
weekly monthly and yearly basis
to keep players hooked.

Stories will add context to
release of new classes,
enemies, missions,
continents, and planets

RazerNet will offer
personalised messages
encouraging you to
continue playing

Tournaments

EARTH
Goals & Achievements

·

An upfront paid-for
retail model is also
supported alongside
the digital games as
a service model

…
Lt. Rank 1

“Free” Level Cap

Sponsored
Tournaments with
prizes as well as the
concept of “betting”
resources to enter

Weapons, Mods, Specials,
Implants

Vehicles

New weapon types,
consumables, items to
broaden combat and
metagame

New game objects
such as vehicles
could be
introduced

Spectator events for
major events,
advertised and
broadcast on social
media

If playing for free, you can play Razer indefinitely
but must pay to access higher ranks.
As gear and mission availability are linked to
rank, there is incentive to upgrade

Having defeated the Beast on Earth,
the UFF launch an extraordinary
mission launching an attack at it’s
home planet 12 light years away.

At launch, the player can buy the full price retail
game for unlimited access to the game or
download a free restricted digital download

Connect to RazerNet over
phone, tablet or browser.
Upgrade, research, craft and
more over this app.

RazerApp

Month 1

LAUNCH

Month 2

Q1

Personalise your razers into
desirable hot rod versions
using RazerApp (similar to
Forza’s car editor)

Month 4

Building on the in-game
trading zone, we add the
ability to sell, buy, trade
additional razers,
weapons and user
generated content

Structured synchronous and
asynchronous tournaments some
of which involve prize money.

Month 5

Q2

Month 6

Month 7

Create missions on
RazerApp. Missions can
be shared, voted up and
made available to
community at large

This will include full support for
spectator modes.

Trading Zone

Razer Editor

Month 3

HADDATH

5 Years Later:
A New Planet

Retail Option
Rank 10

From there you can
pay for further
deepened enjoyment
in staggered fashion.

...

·

We want Razer to be
an experience that
everyone can try
without commitment
so that you can
immerse yourself in
the world, the
missions and the
evolving story.

At various ranking caps, players can
pay to access the next set of caps or
pay in full for the unlimited experience.

Rank 1

·

Daily, weekly targets for
you & your group with
rewards / achievements
(complete N missions,
destroy N enemies, play N
days in a row etc)

Paid Caps

WHY WOULD YOU NOT
PLAY RAZER?

Daily, Weekly, Monthly and Yearly
tournaments based on player social
groups (inc fb, twitter), countries, and
worldwide. Asynchronous and
synchronous.

Mission Editor

Tournaments

Month 8

Q3

Month 9

Month 10

Month 11

A head-to-head PvP game
option will be developed to
extend the retention and
community features of the game
for the long haul as well as giving
more options for monetisation.

PVP

Month 12

Q4
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Expanding the Franchise

Razer will launch primarily for next
gen consoles with all missions and
controls geared toward leveraging
hardware specific features. More
classes, missions and features to be
added over time.

The PC will feature all the
same missions, characters
and gameplay as the console
version but will not include
features specific to the
console. Additional PCspecific features and
peripherals will be supported.

Current Gen consoles to use the
same missions and characters but
tailored to meet the hardware
limitations of current gen. Assets
would be optimised to run on
Current gen consoles. Some
hardware features to be supported
where available.

Additional styles of gameplay can be
integrated to incorporate new
devices and expand the player base.
This can be in the form of entirely
standalone releases or additional
content for Razer. For example a 1st
person game using the oculus rift
could see the player exploring the
same world fighting the same war
but as a completely new class of
Razer.

Persistent world state, meta story,
character stats and economy all stored
on the cloud. Accessing Razer on your
console you will see and play on the
same planet as those playing on their
mobile or PC. More games in different
genres can share the same world.

Mobile and Tablet devices can be used
for both the Razer apps and separate
mobile/tablet gameplay.
Razer apps allows players to modify their
character, plan missions and look at the
state of the persistent world and craft
their own missions.
Razer mobile games would feature
unique touch-based gameplay with new
classes and dedicated missions set in and
shaping the same persistent world.
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